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INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT
MIDDLE SECTION

THIRD PERIODIC TEST 2022 - 23
          ENGLISH – SET A Code: MYEN11

CLASS: VII Time Allotted: 40 minutes.

19.01.2023 Max. Marks: 20

Marks obtained: 

General Instructions:
1. All questions are compulsory.
2. All answers should be written in the space provided in the question paper.

Q.NO. SECTION A 
Read the following passage and answer the following questions based on your 
understanding of the passage:

Jacob crawled on his stomach through the passageway in the cave. He was very anxious to 
see light at the end. It had been a long day. He was cold, hungry, and exhausted. As he crept 
along, questions were flooding through his mind. Would he ever see his family again? Was he 
going to make it out alive? He was sure that he could make it if he could just find light. (para 1)

 Just then, the noise at the back of the cave started again. The noise was louder than it ever 
was before. Jacob still couldn’t decide what it was, but he wasn’t about to wait and find out. 
Jacob kept his head tucked low. He knew that if what made the noise could fly, he didn’t want 
to get hit. Just then Jacob’s hand hit against something rough. He spread his fingers wide and 
wiped them over the object. It was his flashlight! With excitement, he quickly and quietly turned
it on. Jacob strained his eyes to look in the direction of the noise. (para 2)

 There was a large box dangling from the cave by a rope. Every time the box hit the side of the
cave, it made a large noise. That was the noise Jacob had heard. But why was the box 
swaying? It finally occurred to Jacob that there was a slight breeze. If he followed the direction
of the breeze, he could find his way out! With a smile on his face, Jacob worked his way to the
entrance of the cave. (para 3)

FILL IN THE BLANKS Marks

1 Jacob ______________his eyes to look in the direction of the noise. ½

Jacob’s hand hit against something rough and it was his _________________.     ½
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2

3
The box made a large noise when it hit the side of the cave. (Write True or False)

    _________________
½

4 Find an antonym for the word ‘exit’ from para 3   -    ________________________ ½

5
How did Jacob move through the passage way in the cave? (Answer in a complete 
sentence.)

____________________________________________________________________

1

6
How could Jacob find his way out of the cave? (Answer in a complete sentence.)

1

7. Which word best describes how Jacob felt at the end of the story? 

a. organised 

b. relieved 

c. annoyed 

d. exhausted

1

                                                     SECTION B

       8. Find out the sentence that has a transitive verb from the given options.

a. The baby cried loudly.
b. The tourists roamed around the city.
c. Samir drives the car.
d. My father works at a bank.

1

9.  The boys were playing football. (Choose the correct passive form of the given 
sentence.)

a. Football was played by the boys.
b. Football is played by the boys.
c. Football is being played by the boys.
d. Football was being played by the boys.

1
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10.

       a.

       b.

State whether the verbs in the following sentences are in active or passive 
voice.

Sophie is narrating the story.  __________________________

The car is being washed by the driver. ______________________

 
    1

11.
   
  a.

       b.

 

State whether the following sentences contain a transitive or intransitive verb.

The children talked loudly.    ________________

Neena opened the door.       ____________________   

1

12. Identify the direct object in the given sentence.
Saira picked the flowers from the garden.    ___________________ ½

13. Use the correct form of the verb to complete the sentence.

My finger _________________________ yesterday. (cut)

½

14.
   
  a.

       

       b.

    

      c.

         

Rewrite the following sentences into passive voice.

Pamela sings a song.
___________________________________________________.

Gandhiji preached non- violence.
____________________________________________________.

They are repairing the car.

_______________________________________________________________.

3

  1
5.

Use the verb ‘buy’ to frame a sentence transitively.
1

16. Use the verb ‘talk’ to frame a sentence intransitively.
1

                                               SECTION C

  
17 ½
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Circle the correct word meaning for ‘spanking clean’ from the given options.
a. extremely dirty
b. extremely clean and spotless
c.  soiled and filthy
d. contaminated and unhygienic

18 Find the synonym of ‘endlessly’ from the given options.
a. interminably
b. interrupting
c. interacting
d. intermittent 

½

19.

    a.

b.         

   

Read the following lines carefully and answer the questions that follows.

Lillian greeted him jubilantly. She said ‘Now you are not doing anything tomorrow.’

Whom did Lilian greet jubilantly?
a. Tommie
b. Mrs. Sakkaro
c. George 
d. Jack

What has she planned to do the next day?
_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

    2    

20.               Who is Lillian Wright’s new neighbour? What did Lillian plan to do for her 
neighbour? (Answer in two complete sentences.)

___________________________________________________________________

2
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